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Abstract
In this work we present a novel unsupervised framework
for hard training example mining. The only input to the
method is a collection of images relevant to the target appli-
cation and a meaningful initial representation, provided e.g.
by pre-trained CNN. Positive examples are distant points
on a single manifold, while negative examples are nearby
points on different manifolds. Both types of examples are
revealed by disagreements between Euclidean and manifold
similarities. The discovered examples can be used in train-
ing with any discriminative loss.
The method is applied to unsupervised fine-tuning of pre-
trained networks for fine-grained classification and partic-
ular object retrieval. Our models are on par or are outper-
forming prior models that are fully or partially supervised.
1. Introduction
The success of deep neural networks on large-scale prob-
lems has been first demonstrated on the task of super-
vised classification [26]. It was shown that embeddings,
typically provided by the convolutional layers of a net-
work, are applicable beyond classification tasks. These
tasks include particular object retrieval [15], local descrip-
tor learning [17], ranking [62], and nearest-neighbor regres-
sion [6]. A common practice is to start with a pre-trained
network [50, 55, 19] and apply metric learning [9, 62, 18]
to fine-tune the network for a particular task.
To improve over the initial network, novel training sam-
ples are sought for which the initial network performs
poorly. Such training samples are used to re-train the net-
work using loss functions alternative to cross-entropy (e.g.
contrastive [9], triplet [62] or batch-level [36]). The ap-
proaches to obtain relevant training data range from further
human supervision [3, 36] to instance clustering [44, 32, 5],
exploiting the temporal dimension in video [64, 65], pre-
dicting the spatial layout of image patches [11], or using
existing computer vision pipelines to match unstructured
image collections pairwise [15, 42].
Most recent deep metric learning approaches can learn
powerful embeddings but still use class labels. This is
unsatisfying not only because we miss the opportunity of
(a) Euclidean NN (orange) (b) Manifold NN (purple)
(c) Hard positives (green) (d) Hard negatives (red)
Figure 1. Given an anchor point (black) and its k nearest Euclidean
(NNek) and manifold (NN
m
k ) neighbors in a dataset, we choose pos-
itive samples as NNmk \ NNek, and negative as NNek \ NNmk . Data
is unlabeled and the selection is fully unsupervised, including an-
chors.
learning from unlabeled data, but learned representations
of each class are unimodal [44]. Therefore, whatever the
loss function [62, 36]) or sampling [18, 34], the problem re-
mains supervised classification. On the other hand, conven-
tional nonlinear dimension reduction or manifold learning
methods exploit the manifold structure of the data starting
from nearest neighbor graphs and are otherwise unsuper-
vised [56, 45, 7]. However, most do not learn an explicit
mapping from the input to the embedding space and have
difficulties in generalizing to new data.
We attempt to bridge this gap in this work. In particular,
we propose a novel method of hard training sample mining
in a fully unsupervised manner, simply from an unordered
collection of images relevant to the final task. We observe
that a similarity between two images is improved by con-
sidering all, even unlabelled, available data. In particular,
we exploit similarity measured on a manifold estimated by
a random walk process [21].
The learning starts from the initial representation space
of unlabeled data. Given an anchor point that is part of
the data, neighbors on the manifold that are not Euclidean
neighbors are considered positive samples. In the new
learned representation space, the positive sample should be
attracted to the anchor to reflect the similarity measured
on the manifold. Conversely, Euclidean neighbors that are
not neighbors on the manifold are considered negative and
should be repelled. The idea is illustrated in Figure 1.
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The advantage of learning a new representation over us-
ing the estimated manifold similarity is twofold. First, esti-
mating the manifold similarity has additional computational
and memory requirements at query time. Second, we show
that the novel embedding generalizes better not only to pre-
viously unseen queries, but also to unseen datasets.
We apply the proposed method to fine-grained classifica-
tion and to particular object retrieval. Our models obtained
by unsupervised fine-tuning of pre-trained networks are on
par or are outperforming prior models that are human su-
pervised or use additional domain-specific expertise.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 discusses
related work. Sections 3 and 4 present our learning method
and applications, respectively. Experiments are given in
Section 5 conclusions are drawn in Section 6.
2. Related work
This section contains a brief overview of related work
on metric learning, embeddings for instance retrieval and
representation learning without human labeled data.
Metric learning. Recent approaches based on low-dimen-
sional CNN-based embeddings achieve promising results
on this task [47, 36]. A key ingredient of some approaches
is hard negative mining, which comes from the days of
SVMs in object detection [13]. This principle has been
known much earlier as bootstrapping [54]. Instead of sam-
pling all negative instances for an anchor point, the most
challenging negative instances are mined which finally offer
faster but equally accurate learning. However, this process
is not trivial. Simple hard negative mining from a different
class label might corrupt the training process due to misla-
beled images [47, 33].
Schroff et al. [47] use triplet loss and propose semi-hard
mining in an attempt to solve this problem. They sample
negatives within the batch, such that they are close to the an-
chor point but further away from positives. This concept is
widely adapted in other metric learning approaches [38, 36].
Wu et al. [67] improve it by uniformly sampling negative
instances weighted by their distance. This allows them to
sample points from various regions of the feature space in-
stead of certain clusters.
Other methods, such as lifted-structure [36] and n-pair
loss [52], focus on the loss function and define constraints
on the pairwise distances of all points in a batch. More re-
cently, several methods try to optimize the learned embed-
ding based on the global distribution of the data. Song et
al. [53] try to optimize the clustering quality. Harwood et
al. [18] combine triplet loss and global loss using an effi-
cient hard mining procedure. All these methods use class
labels during sampling.
Particular object retrieval is another application where
descriptors are trained similarly to metric learning. How-
ever, class labels do not usually exist as it is intractable to
enumerate all possible instances or their viewpoints. Tra-
ditional instance search algorithms use hand-designed de-
scriptors [51, 39, 57, 25], but recent advances show the in-
terest of feature learning [42, 15]. Transfer learning from
category-level classification is one case [43]. Labeling at
landmark level has been attempted as well, treating this task
as classification, but the labels are quite noisy [3].
The state-of-the-art approaches start with an off-the-
shelf network, and fine-tune it with algorithmic supervi-
sion [42, 15]. They make use of geometric matching to mine
matching and non-matching image pairs. They involve local
feature extraction and require an expensive pre-processing
of data. Furthermore, they assume that the training set con-
tains landmarks and buildings that perform well with ge-
ometric matching of local features. We make no such as-
sumptions nor require additional computer vision system to
perform the mining. Our only assumption is that there are
multiple object instances in the training set.
Incomplete, noisy, or unavailable labels are handled in
various ways in the literature. In the contrastive loss paper
of Hadsell et al. [16], the authors show that it is possible to
separate different categories to different subspaces just by
assigning the Euclidean nearest neighbors as positive train-
ing instances. In recent works, the labeling is guided by
the information of different modalities or the data collec-
tion process. Arandjelovic´ et al. [1] learn visual descriptors
for location recognition by assigning labels based on the
GPS location of each image. Wang and Gupta [64] sam-
ple frames from videos and assume that frames from same
videos will be positive to each other. Isola et al. [22] group
objects based on their co-occurence within the same spa-
tial or temporal context. Similarly, learning from the spatial
arrangement of the patches within an image is shown feasi-
ble [10, 35]. Finally, other cases utilize different modal-
ities, such as learning visual descriptors from text infor-
mation [14], or learning audio descriptors from unlabeled
videos [2]. By contrast, we make no assumptions on the
available modalities or contextual information.
Unsupervised methods and manifold learning. There are
very few methods on deep metric learning that are unsuper-
vised. Examples are two methods on learning fine-grained
similarity by exploiting mutual proximity [6] and rank-
ing [5] in the Euclidean space. Both utilize some form of
clustering and splitting the training set in different groups,
which is an artificial constraint, and none takes the under-
lying manifold structure into account. Our method is con-
ceptually simpler and compatible with any loss function re-
quiring positive/negative samples.
The work of Li et al. [30] is similar to ours in following
a graph-based mining approach. In our comparisons, we
show that choosing hard examples is essential and results
in better performance for our approach. Recently, Pai et
al. [37] learn the manifold structure by encouraging pairs of
points to have a Euclidean distance in the embedding space
equal to the geodesic distance on the graph. We use a more
relaxed objective that is compatible to most metric learning
formulations and loss functions, and a manifold similarity
that is more scalable than the geodesic distance.
Embeddings are learned to approximate ranking on man-
ifolds with fast spectral ranking [20]. However, this ap-
proach is dataset specific and does not generalize to unseen
images. Improvements on this aspect are introduced by it-
erative manifold embedding [68]. Nevertheless, the exten-
sion can handle a query image, or potentially a small set of
unseen images, while a larger dataset increase significantly
affects the manifold structure.
3. Method
In this section we describe our learning problem, briefly
discuss the required background, and present our unsuper-
vised training subset selection and the training process.
3.1. Problem formulation
Let X = {x1, . . . ,xn} ⊂ X be an unordered and un-
labeled collection of items, where X is the original input
space of all possible items. Depending on the application,
an item corresponds to an image, video, image region, local
patch, etc. Function f(·; θ) : X → Rd maps an item x to
a vector z = f(x, θ) in a d-dimensional embedding space,
where θ is a set of parameters to be learned.
The input items are represented by a set of features
Y = {y1, . . . ,yn} ⊂ Y , where Y is a feature space and
y = g(x) for x ∈ X . Depending on the application, g may
be the identity mapping, i.e. learn directly from input space,
f(·; θ0), i.e. learn from the same model with initial param-
eters θ0, or a different model. An existing model may have
been supervised (in any way) or not.
Two items are matching if they are considered visually
similar, otherwise non-matching. Our goal is to learn the
model parameters such that matching items are mapped to
nearby points in the embedding space, while non-matching
items are well separated. This corresponds to a typical met-
ric learning scenario, and common practice is to use man-
ually defined labels in order to construct a training set of
matching and non-matching pairs of items [9, 62, 18]. In
this work, we only assume that the input items X and their
features Y are available at training time.
A training pair is defined w.r.t. to a reference (anchor)
item xr. A matching pair consists of the anchor and a posi-
tive item x+. Similarly a non-matching pair consists of the
anchor and a negative item x−. Alternatively, we may use
a triplet (xr,x+,x−). Our goal is to mine such training
pairs without any supervision [9, 62, 18, 18, 34], without
any complementary computer vision system [15, 42] or as-
sumptions on the nature of the training data [64, 65, 11].
3.2. Preliminaries
By NNek(y) we denote the k Euclidean nearest neigh-
bors of y ∈ Y , i.e. the k most similar items in Y accord-
ing to some Euclidean similarity function se : Y2 → R.
Similarly, by NNmk (y) we denote the k manifold nearest
neighbors of y ∈ Y , i.e. the k most similar features in Y
according to a manifold similarity sm : Y 2 → R.1
Given se, we employ a random walk on the Euclidean
nearest neighbor graph G to measure the manifold similar-
ity sm [69]. The graph has Y as nodes. It is is undirected,
weighted, represented by sparse symmetric adjacency ma-
trix A = (aij) ∈ Rn×n. Edges correspond to reciprocal
k-nearest neighbors, with weights
aij =
{
se(yi,yj), if yi ∈ NNek(yj) ∧ yj ∈ NNek(yi)
0, otherwise.
(1)
There are no loops in the graph, i.e., the diagonal elements
of A are zero. Starting from an arbitrary vector f (0) ∈ Rn,
the random walk for a given feature yi ∈ Y follows the
iteration
f
(t)
i = αAˆf
(t−1) + (1− α)ei, (2)
where ei is the i-th column of an n × n identity matrix,
Aˆ = D−1/2AD−1/2 with D = diag(A1) being the de-
gree matrix, and α ∈ [0, 1). Iteration (2) converges to the
solution f?i of the linear system
(I − αAˆ)f = (1− α)ei. (3)
Following Iscen et al. [21], we use the conjugate gradient
method to solve this system efficiently in practice, since I−
αAˆ is positive-definite. We define the manifold similarity
sm(yi,yj) = f
?
i (j), (4)
i.e., the j-th element of f?i . Observe that sm is symmet-
ric because in fact sm(yi,yj) is the (i, j)-element of ma-
trix (1 − α)(I − αAˆ)−1, which is symmetric. This ma-
trix is dense but we never compute it; we only compute its
columns as needed. For instance, given yi ∈ Y , its man-
ifold nearest neighbors NNmk (yi) are the k maximum ele-
ments of the i-th column.
3.3. Manifold-guided selection of training samples
We are guided by the manifold similarity to select train-
ing samples. In particular, we exploit the differences be-
tween Euclidean and manifold nearest neighbors of anchor
items. We first describe the selection of positives and nega-
tives given an anchor. Then we discuss anchor selection.
1In fact, se can be any symmetric function but is only a function of two
elements of Y; while sm is a function of two elements in Y but also of the
entire set Y .
Positives. Given an anchor item xr and the correspond-
ing feature yr = g(xr), which is used as query, we choose
as positives the items that correspond to the manifold near-
est neighbors of yr that are not Euclidean neighbors. Such
difference provides evidence of a matching item that is not
retrieved well in the feature space, as illustrated in Fig-
ure 1(c). In the embedding space, positives should be at-
tracted to the anchor so that Euclidean and manifold neigh-
bors agree.
We therefore simply compare the sets NNmk (y
r) and
NNek(y
r) and select the input items that correspond to their
set difference
P+(xr) = {x ∈ X : g(x) ∈ NNmk (yr) \ NNek(yr)} (5)
as the positive pool of anchor xr. The value of k controls the
visual diversity of positives, with larger values giving the
harder examples. In practice, we maintain the pool ordered
by descending manifold similarity, so that we may truncate
by keeping the examples with highest confidence.
Mining hard positive examples, in contrast to negatives,
is not common. Apart from positives being fewer than nega-
tives, this is due to the large intraclass variability; it may re-
sult in positives that are too hard to learn. It can be achieved
in cases with known geometry of the scene such that ex-
treme cases are avoided [48, 42]. In our case, the hardness
is controlled by the manifold similarity according to the cur-
rent model g, so drifting into very tough examples is less
likely.
Negatives. Similarly, and as illustrated in Figure 1(d),
we choose as negatives the items that correspond to the Eu-
clidean nearest neighbors of yr that are not manifold neigh-
bors. Such difference provides evidence of a non-matching
item that is too close in the feature space. In the embedding
space, positives should be repelled from the anchor. The
negative pool of anchor xr is defined accordingly as
P−(xr) = {x ∈ X : g(x) ∈ NNek(yr) \ NNmk (yr)}. (6)
It is common practice, and known to be beneficial [49], to
select hard negative examples. By construction, its size is
controlled by k. Again, we maintain the pool ordered by de-
scending Euclidean similarity to keep the hardest negative
examples.
Anchors. We are interested in anchors that have many
relevant images in the collection, which facilitates propa-
gating on the manifold and discovering differences with the
Euclidean neighborhood. We are also interested in anchors
that are diverse, so that there is as little redundancy during
training. Both conditions are satisfied by the modes of the
nearest neighbor graph G, which we compute as follows.
We first compute the stationary probability distributionpi
of a random walk [8] on G. This is achieved by the power
iteration method [28] yielding the leading left eigenvector
of the transition matrix P = D−1A, such that piP = pi.
The probability reflects the importance of each node in the
graph, as expressed by the probability of a random walker
visiting it. We find the local maxima of the stationary dis-
tribution on G and out of those, we keep a fixed number
having the maximum probability. This is defined as the an-
chor setA. This method has been previously used for image
graph visualization [12].
3.4. Training
The complete training pool P is the union of the anchor
set A and the positive and negative pools P+(x), P−(x)
for each x ∈ A. We follow the common practice in metric
learning and train a network with two or three branches and
use contrastive or triplet loss, respectively. All branches
share weights, while the particular network architecture is
application specific and is discussed in Section 4.
In both cases of contrastive or triplet loss, we form train-
ing tuples of one anchor xr ∈ A, one positive x+ ∈
P+(xr), and one negative item x− ∈ P−(xr) . At each
epoch, the embedding z = f(x; θ) for each x ∈ P , where
θ is the current set of parameters. For each anchor xr, a
positive item x+ is drawn at random from its positive pool,
and one negative x− is drawn at random from a subset of its
negative pool. This subset consists of the items correspond-
ing to the Euclidean nearest neighbors of zr = f(xr; θ) in
the embedding space. Thus, while the manifold neighbors
and the training pool are computed once at the beginning,
hard negative sampling uses the current network represen-
tation. Finally, the training set for this epoch is the set of
such tuples (xr,x+,x−).
Given a tuple (xr,x+,x−), we compute the embeddings
zr = f(xr; θ) z+ = f(xr; θ) and z− = f(x−; θ), and use
the constrastive loss [16], combining one positive and one
negative pair in a single input,
lc(z
r, z+, z−) = ‖zr − z+‖2 + [m− ‖zr − z−‖]2+, (7)
or the triplet loss [62]
lt(z
r, z+, z−) = [m+ ‖zr − z+‖2 − ‖zr − z−‖]2+, (8)
where [·]+ denotes the positive part and m is a margin pa-
rameter. We also consider a weighted variant of both loss
functions, where the loss is multiplied by the manifold simi-
larity sm(xr,x+) of the positive sample to the anchor. Thus
we down-weigh the contribution of the tuples where the
positive sample is too hard.
Of course, given the positive and negative pools, there
are many more possibilities in sampling positives and nega-
tives and forming losses that are functions of more than two
or three items [29, 36, 5, 27, 59, 67]. It is also possible to
iterate our approach, updating the graph and the pools based
on the current embedding space, updating the embeddings,
xr P+(xr) NNe3(x
r) P−(xr) X \ NNe3(xr)
Figure 2. Sample CUB200-2011 anchor images (xr), positive images from our method (P+(xr)) and baseline (NNe3(xr)), and negative
images from our method (P−(xr)) and baseline (X \ NNe3(xr)). The baseline is Euclidean nearest neighbors and non-neighbors [16].
Positive (negative) ground-truth framed in green (red). Labels are only used for qualitative evaluation and not during training.
and so on. In this case, given current parameters θ, the set
Z = {f(x; θ) : x ∈ X} plays the role of Y for the fol-
lowing iteration. This alternating training scheme is com-
mon for methods involving a global dataset structure like a
graph or a set of clusters [44, 4, 68]. Our idea is orthogonal
to most concurrent improvements on metric learning.
4. Applications
We apply the proposed method to learn visual repre-
sentations on two different tasks: fine-grained categoriza-
tion [66, 18] and instance-based image retrieval [15, 42]. In
both cases, both the features Y and the initial model f(·, θ)
are based on a pre-trained model. We assume there are no
labeled images available.
4.1. Fine-grained categorization
We use the CUB200-2011 dataset [61] comprising 200
bird species. The goal is to learn embeddings that better dis-
criminate instances of the same class from instances of dif-
ferent classes. Following the setup of [36], the training set
contains half (100) classes on which embedding is learned,
while the rest are used for testing. Given a test query im-
age, the remaining test images of the same species should
be top-ranked w.r.t. Euclidean distance to the query.
All prior approaches are fully supervised and use the
manually assigned labels of the training set. Our method
is unsupervised, but otherwise we choose the same settings
with the literature in our comparisons. In particular, we ini-
tialize the network by GoogLeNet [55] as pre-trained on
ImageNet and add a fully connected layer right after the av-
erage pooling layer, reducing the embedding dimensionality
to d = 64. We perform training with the triplet loss using
all training images as anchors, which is affordable due to
the small size (6k images) of the training set.
Our initial features are formed by R-MAC [58] on the
last convolutional feature map of the pre-trained GoogLet-
Net, right before the average pooling layer, aggregated over
3 input image scales and whitened. The feature set Y con-
tains all such vectors y = g(x) for x in the entire training
setX . In Figure 2 we show examples of anchors and subsets
of their positive and negative pools. Despite the absence
of labels and the challenges of fine-grained similarity, we
achieve a very clean negative pool and a reasonably clean
positive one.
Figure 3. Examples of anchor images selected by the proposed method for the image retrieval application. Random samples from the top
100 (1000) anchors are shown in the top (bottom) row according to the node importance.
xr P+(xr) NNe3(x
r) P−(xr) X \ NNe3(xr)
Figure 4. Sample anchor images (xr), positive images from our method (P+(xr)) and baseline (NNe3(xr)), and negative images from our
method (P−(xr)) and baseline (X \ NNe3(xr)). The baseline is Euclidean nearest neighbors and non-neighbors [16].
4.2. Particular object retrieval
Particular object retrieval differs from bird species classi-
fication in that images are instances of the same object and
not of the same (sub-)category, i.e. the similarity is even
more fine-grained than in bird species. Objects are less de-
formable, but there is extreme diversity in viewpoint, illu-
mination conditions, occlusion and background clutter.
Methods trained with category-level labeling do not per-
form well [3], while the state-of-the-art approaches use
direct geometric matching [15] or Structure-from-Motion
(SfM) [42] to automatically mine matching and non-
matching image pairs. This is appropriate since the geom-
etry of the scene is known, but the whole process assumes
the existence of another computer vision system based on
local descriptors, which is rather expensive [46].
To be comparable to the state-of-the-art fine-tuned MAC
obtained through SfM by Radenovic et al. [42], we use sim-
ilar training set and design choices. In particular, we start
from the same set of 7M images, referred to as Flickr 7M in
the following2, which is downloaded from Flickr with text
tag queries. We limit the training set by randomly sampling
1M images. We initialize our network by VGG [50] as pre-
trained on ImageNet and we fine-tune MAC representation
with contrastive loss.
Our initial features are formed by R-MAC [58] on the
last convolutional feature map of the pre-trained VGG net-
work. The feature set Y contains all such vectors y = g(x)
for x in the entire training set X . We sample an anchor
set A and construct the complete training pool P . Anchor
selection is essential here, as using all images as queries
would be very expensive. Compared to [42], our com-
plete training pool is larger (50k vs 22k), however, we only
choose 1k anchors per epoch vs 6k.
Examples of selected anchors are shown in Figure 3.
They usually correspond to popular locations frequently
appearing in the dataset. Examples of training pools are
shown in Figure 4, comparing to a baseline where positives
and negatives are Euclidean nearest neighbors and non-
neighbors, respectively. The same baseline is used for com-
parisons in our experiments. The baseline positives contain
only mild viewpoint and illumination changes, while neg-
atives are random. On the contrary, our positives contain
more challenging changes and very interesting negatives:
different objects, which still look similar in one way or an-
other. The training set variability, in terms of different ob-
jects and viewing conditions, seems a desirable property.
4.3. Implementation details
We always create graph G by considering k = 30 near-
est neighbors in (1). Exact computation takes 80min on 12
CPU threads on the 1M retrieval training set. We use the
Euclidean similarity function se(xi,xj) = [x>i xj ]
3
+ and
α = 0.99 following Iscen et al. [21]. In order to create
the positive pool we consider 50 neighbors in (5), while for
the negative pool we use 100 and 10,000 neighbors in (6)
for fine-grained categories and retrieval, respectively, due
to the different size of the training dataset. We finally re-
strict the negative pool of each anchor to have 50 instances
at most. All vector representations used for an image in the
feature and the embedding space are `2-normalized.
We use stochastic gradient descent with momentum for
optimization. The learning rate is initialized at 10−2, and
scaled by 0.1 every 10 epochs. The momentum parameter
is 0.9. The margin m is set to 0.5 for triplet loss in fine-
grained categorization, and to 0.7 for contrastive loss in par-
ticular object retrieval. The batch size includes 42 triplets
for fine-grained categories [36] and pairs for 5 anchors in
the retrieval application [42]. We train for 100 epochs on
fine-grained categorization and 30 epochs on particular ob-
ject retrieval experiments.
2Images depicting buildings that are part of the Oxford5k or Paris6k
test set are removed as in [42].
Positive Negative CUB Oxford5k
Anchors All Random A
Initial 35.0 52.6
NNe5 X\NNe5 38.5 37.4 41.9
P+ X\NNe5 43.0 48.2 38.1
NNe5 P− 42.1 57.8 71.3
P+ P− 43.5 64.4 73.7
P++W P−+W 45.3 67.0 76.7
Table 1. Impact of choices of anchors and pools of positive and
negative examples on Recall@1 on CUB-200-2011 and mAP on
Oxford5k. On CUB, all images are used as anchors, while on
Oxford5K anchors are selected either at random or by the proposed
method (A). The positive and negative pools are formed by either
the baseline with Euclidean nearest neighbors (NNe5) [16] or our
selection (P+ and P−), optionally with our weighted loss (+W).
Method Labels R@1 R@2 R@4 R@8 NMI
Initial No 35.0 46.8 59.3 72.0 48.1
Triplet+semi-hard [47] Yes 42.3 55.0 66.4 77.2 55.4
Lifted-Structure (LS) [36] Yes 43.6 56.6 68.6 79.6 56.5
Triplet+ [18] Yes 45.9 57.7 69.6 79.8 58.1
Clustering [53] Yes 48.2 61.4 71.8 81.9 59.2
Triplet+++[18] Yes 49.8 62.3 74.1 83.3 59.9
Cyclic match[30] No 40.8 52.8 65.1 76.0 52.6
Ours No 45.3 57.8 68.6 78.4 55.0
Table 2. Recall@k and NMI on CUB-200-2011. All methods ex-
pect for ours and cyclic match [30] use ground-truth labels during
training.
5. Experiments
Fine-grained categorization is evaluated on CUB200-
2011 [61], where we use the training set without labels
for training and then evaluate on the test set, measuring
Recall@k as well as clustering quality by NMI [31]. Partic-
ular object retrieval is evaluated by mean average precision
(mAP) on a challenging and diverse set of test datasets com-
prising landmark and building images (Oxford5k [40] and
Paris6k [41]), natural landscapes (Holidays [24]), as well as
planar and 3D objects (Instre [63]). Large scale experiments
are performed on Oxford and Paris by adding 100k distrac-
tors [40], namely Oxford105k and Paris106k respectively.
We first evaluate the importance of different components of
the selection strategy and then compare our method against
state-of-the-art on each task.
5.1. Impact of positives, negatives, and anchors
We consider the unsupervised approach proposed by
Hadsell et al. [16] as a baseline method. It sets positives
to be the 5 nearest neighbors with Euclidean distance. All
other elements are considered negatives out of which we
randomly draw the negative pool of an anchor. In this case,
hard negative mining per epoch is impossible and random
choice is the only choice. We present the results in Table 1.
Our method improves the pre-trained network in both tasks
Method Representation Labels Oxford5k Oxford105k Paris6k Paris106k Holidays Instre
Pre-trained [58]
MAC
ImageNet 58.5 50.3 73.0 59.0 79.4 48.5
CNN from BoW [42] SfM 79.7 73.9 82.4 74.6 81.4 48.5
Ours No 78.7 74.3 83.1 75.6 82.6 55.5
Pre-trained [58]
R-MAC
ImageNet 68.0 61.0 76.6 72.1 87.0 55.6
CNN from BoW [42] SfM 77.8 70.1 84.1 76.8 84.4 47.7
Ours No 78.2 72.6 85.1 78.0 87.5 57.7
Table 3. mAP on particular object retrieval datasets. We compare VGG as pre-trained on ImageNet, the fine-tuned network of Radenovic et
al. [42], and our fine-tuned one. Fine-tuning is always performed for MAC, but at testing we evaluate both global MAC and regional
R-MAC [58] representations.
without any supervision, while the weighted loss consis-
tently helps. Furthermore, we observe that our hard neg-
atives are beneficial and necessary, while our anchors are
essential for the large scale training set. Given popular an-
chors, even simple nearest neighbors work well as positives.
However, our harder positives further improve.
CUB’s annotation allows us to measure the true positive
and true negative rate in our positive and negative pools.
These measurements are 40% and 96%, respectively. Ad-
ditionally, we exploit the labels and train with a positive
(negative) oracle, where we replace our positive (resp. neg-
ative) pool with one based on labels, yielding 46.7 (resp.
36.5) Recall@1. This shows that our hard positives with
weighting are almost as good as true positives and that our
hard negatives are better than hard annotated negatives. The
latter is due to errors in annotation of CUB dataset, quan-
tified to 4.4% [60]. In this case, hard negative mining fre-
quently finds false negative examples, which are known to
cause training failure [47].
5.2. Comparisons on fine-grained categories
To our knowledge there is no other unsupervised method
that evaluates on CUB200-2011 dataset. We evaluate the
unsupervised approach of Li et al. [30] by constructing the
same graph as in our method, then using the provided code
to construct the positive/negative pool and finally training
the same way as in our method. We also compare to su-
pervised methods that use ground-truth labels on the train-
ing set, but otherwise an identical experimental setup. As
shown in in Table 2, our method competes or even outper-
forms fully supervised methods. We also outperform the
only unsupervised competitor. Although their true posi-
tive rate is higher (76%), their positive pairs are mostly
extremely similar and not challenging enough for training.
Note that there are better-performing methods in the liter-
ature with sophisticated sampling schemes [67], which can
be complementary to ours.
5.3. Comparisons on retrieval
We initialize by VGG as pre-trained on ImageNet and
fine-tune using MAC representation. At testing, the fine-
tuned network is evaluated with both global MAC and re-
gional R-MAC representations [58]. This is the same pro-
cess as [42], which makes it comparable in this respect, al-
though the training set and sampling pool sizes are not the
same as discussed in section 4.2.
Descriptor whitening is known to be essential for MAC
and R-MAC. We follow the common practice in the litera-
ture and perform unsupervised PCA whitening [23] for the
pre-trained networks, and supervised LDA-based whitening
for the fine-tuned networks, learned on a subset of Flickr
7M. In particular, as supervision we use SfM labels for the
network of Radenovic et al. [42], and matching pairs con-
sisting of NNm50 per anchor for our method.
As shown in Table 3, we improve over the pre-trained
network on all test sets. Moreover, we outperform [42] with
only one exception on Oxford5k. Remarkably, we perform
better even on building or landmark oriented test sets, while
their method specifically favors this kind of images. With
our training pool being more diverse, we improve on Holi-
days and Instre test sets, where [42] shows little improve-
ment or is even inferior to the pre-trained network.
6. Conclusions
In this work, we depart from using discrete category level
labeling in order to learn fine grained similarity. Not only
we avoid the expensive or nearly impossible manual annota-
tion, but also do not restrict the problem to supervised clas-
sification. Our unsupervised and manifold-aware sampling
of training data is applied to perform metric learning. The
learning attracts points that lie on the same manifold and
repels points on different manifolds. The method is con-
ceptually simple and applicable with standard contrastive
and triplet loss. It is shown to be effective for fine-grained
categorization and particular object retrieval, competing or
surpassing fully supervised approaches.
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